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Editor'sNote

O
n behalf of all of us here at Crowned by Star and Sky, I would like to express our deepest

gratitude for all of you who helped make this project a reality. Thank you for making this

possible.

It seems unreal that we’ve made it through to our first issue, but it’s only the beginning and we

look forward to many more. This project began as an idea of devotion and collaboration, to

create a venue through which we could share our devotion, and showcase the many talented

and amazing creators in the greater community with the world.

There are six of us on this committee, currently, and while we each honor goddesses whom we

identify with the Queen of Heaven archetype, they are distinct from each other, both in myth

and in spirit. Our first issue was chosen in light of these distinctions, focusing on a theme that

we all felt exemplified our dedicated goddesses equally, The Wandering Lady.

Whether she be anthropomorphically inclined, or as vast as the rotational patterns in space,

each of our goddesses is known to wander. They are those who sometimes feel as though they

have left us to consider our own silences, and they are those whose stories trek far . . . Aditi

who is in the turn of the universe, and Venus who moves upon the night sky by star. Inanna,

descended below the world. Stella Maris, who stands ankles deep in the tide at dusk, Hera who

walks the world on foot, and Iris who streaks the clouds in color . . . The Queen of Heaven is

never a static figure, though she is often one of peaceful demeanor, and may seem still on the

surface. Sometimes it is we who wander, sent on a quest or lost until we find our way back. The

wandering and the return are all of a single journey. It is the journey, the movement, that keeps

these figures in our minds and roots them in this mortal world. Whether they watch from afar or

interact directly with us in disguise, they are ever present and ever moving. The Queen of

Heaven is eternal and now, as sure as she was when her names first were carved from the

aether above.

So we dedicate this issue to the Queen of Heaven, she who is the Wandering Lady and the

Queen come home, may she be pleased by this offering.

Kyria Skotas
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OdetoVenusMorning&EveningStar
byAthenaNikai

Dearest in Darkness whose Name is Love’s worn kiss;
A faint heartbeat of yestertime’s beguiled Bliss;
Oh Joy! Venus Hesperus & Western Star;
Light, Beauty, Love, you are.

The mind rattles with longing and sacrifice;
Tears languish behind the lost dreamt paradise;
Ceased the Gifts of the Lineage of Love?
Hope ne’er to wish of?

None by which to rejuvenate the spellbound?
Save for hailing of Thine sacred presence crowned!
Especially celebrated Thine brightness;
All hearts in chorus!

Where the remembered beloved ones reveal;
Illuminated by Stardust of Thine heel;
Oh Joy! Venus Hesperus & Western Star;
Light, Beauty, Love, you are.

By your dance we are entranced;
By your Light we are transfixed;
Wrapped in the comfort of your deep dark cloak ;
We transcend;
And transit.

Dearest of the Dawn whose name leaps from the heart;
Pale luminance in Light of Day is Thine art;
Oh Joy! Venus Light Bearer & Morning Star;
Light, Beauty, Love, you are.

The blood of the body swells pulled by your tides;
Fresh flushed cheeks, rosying lips, ripe for Love’s sighs;
Eyes drawn into one another by the Wish;
A glance to cherish.

Has all rhyme and reason been cast faraway?
One may hope for one thousand nights and a day;
Affections once felt old continue anew;
Hope, giving virtue.

Know Fear be burnt ashen by Thine loveliness!
The Cups remain plenty under your aegis!
Oh Joy! Venus Light Bearer & Morning Star;
Light, Beauty, Love, you are.

By your dance we are entranced;
By your Light we are transfixed;
Wrapped in the comfort of your deep dark cloak;
We transcend;
And transit.

Dearest Divine Presence, She of Day & Night;
By Thee the Compass of the Heart be set right;
Oh Joy! Venus Morning & Evening Star;
Light, Beauty, Love, you are.

Heart of all hearts you guide Love through all seasons;
Against a weathering maelstrom of reasons;
Singing across the intergalactic skies;
You dance. Stardust flies.

In gratitude, by Thine star our hearts attune;
In time with celestial symphonies swoon;
Thine Melody the Eternal Flame Being;
Existence take wing!

Fluttering so coyly skyward we belong;
May we never lose Thine sacred dance & song!
Oh Joy! Venus Morning & Evening Star;
Light, Beauty, Love, you are.
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AQueen’sEyeView
byStellaIris

I
’m addressing the women-identified folks with this essay. I have something important to say.

Leadership is our birthright.

We women, we are allowed to be complicated creatures. We are human. Therefore, we are flawed. They attack us, the

patriarchal thinkers, and put us on the defensive, setting the tone that says we must earn the right to be human. That, for us,

being human must be a more specific and perfect way of being. We are told to be beautiful, but not vain; strong, but not bitchy;

virtuous, but not frigid. For every quality that we show and explore, we are equal parts praised and demonized.

So, when we become leaders, or as we witness the women we admire becoming leaders, we ask if we deserve it. We do

not ask what makes a man worthy of a career in politics or business ownership, or at least not as often, or not for the same

reasons. But we ask for perfection from women: Are you impeccable enough to hold this role? We ask “who do I think I am?”

or “who does she think she is?” How dare a woman hold that kind of power? Here's a handy guide to the leadership gap in

the United States, put together by the American University School of Public Affairs in 2012. It's called Men Rule.

Knowing this, it seems clear why there are so few women in politics, why the United States has yet to have a woman

president, and why the topics that mainly affect women are often center stage for political debate. It seems that we are afraid.

The "bad guys" make us afraid we will be judged. And when that doesn't work, they make us afraid we won't be able to access

healthcare, or child care, or a living wage. But some of us are not afraid, we are angry.

Poet Michael Leunig wrote:

There are only two feelings.

Love and fear.

There are only two languages.

Love and fear.

There are only two activities.

Love and fear.

There are only two motives,

two procedures, two frameworks,

two results.

Love and fear.

Love and fear.

If this is so, where does anger come from? Anger is relegated to a subset of fear. As women, we are told through this

poetic and beautiful (and simple) statement that our anger and outrage and frustration with the way things are comes from fear.

I don't believe that is so. I believe it is the other way around. Anger, righteous anger, comes from love. We love our families and
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we work hard to we provide money, security, food, shelter, medical care to our loved ones because we love them. We are all

activists for the good of our families, motivated by love. What if we were to allow that love to become more encompassing, to

spread it over our communities, our networks, and the world? What if we were to cultivate a love that stimulates our anger at

situations like poverty, violence, hunger, homelessness, inaccessibility of treatment? We would all be activists. We would all vote.

We would all see our own families as part of the greater human family.

Songwriter John Lennon is quoted as saying:

There are two basic motivating forces: fear and love. When we are afraid, we pull back from life. When we are in

love, we open to all that life has to offer with passion, excitement, and acceptance. We need to learn to love ourselves

first, in all our glory and our imperfections. If we cannot love ourselves, we cannot fully open to our ability to love

others or our potential to create. Evolution and all hopes for a better world rest in the fearlessness and open-hearted

vision of people who embrace life.

What if we expanded our circle of care inward to include ourselves? What if we allowed that righteous anger to come to

the surface in our own names? What if we defended our own rights to money, security, food, shelter and access to healthcare?

We would all be activists, we would all vote, and we would all answer their fear mongering with righteous rage.

No offense to either of these lyricists, but I hear the privileged energy behind these words. In general, there are fears I have

by virtue of my sex and gender that they do (did) not. They can decide to put down fears, but I need those instincts to keep me

safe and alive. Or at least, in this culture, I believe I do.

The bad guys are actually bad ideas. The men and other patriarchal thinkers who perpetuate the fear mongering, the

policies and laws that limit our ability to care for ourselves and our families, they are acting either in love or in fear, right? I

think it's not love. They may say it's love for their God, or for their ideal governance, or for their own families. But I think it's

fear. Fear that their system is the only way. That there is only the top of the heap, and the rest of humanity exists to get

stepped on, abused, or ignored. Fear that if they stop fighting, they won't ever see the top.

Author and speaker Marianne Williamson is quoted as saying, "Love is what we are born with. Fear is what we learned

here." I believe leadership is our birthright. I see in women (of any body shape, with any body parts, actually) the ability to

transmute fear into love. From that love comes a sense of truth, or perhaps of right and wrong. The kind of truth that tells us

that leaving a child to starve is wrong. The kind of truth that tells us that taking

away reproductive freedoms is wrong, precisely because a woman is a person and

not a baby machine. That truth that is undeniable. That says we aren't done

working until we make this place safe.

I am asking you women to step up, step out, and be a leader. Authority that is

born of love and righteous need for change is yours by the right of woman's soul.

Think of womankind as a whole. What would happen if we all decided to step

into leadership roles? What would happen if the United Nations had a majority of

women speaking? Or the United States Congress? On the smaller scale, what

would happen if we all, globally, chose to be heads of our households? Our parent

teacher groups? What would happen if *you* were to act out *your* version of

matriarchy in your town. Create the world you want to live in, but stand at the

I see in women

the abil ity to

transmute fear

into love. From

that love comes

a sense of truth,

that truth that is

undeniable.
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front. How big a scale? You decide, as you decide all things in your realm. Is it the size of your home, your family? Your three

block radius? Your town? Again, from Marianne Williamson, who recently campaigned for a national congressional seat

representing parts of Southern California.

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our

light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented,

fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small does not serve the world.

There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant

to shine, as children do. We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of us;

it's in everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As

we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.

Be the woman you most admire. Take care of yourself, your family, your neighbors, your coworkers. Unite under the

common cause of a better existence for all. Be strongly aware and joyfully responsible for the concentric circles of people,

animals, projects, and environments that you influence. Support your sisters in doing the same. Please. We can do this.

I close with a prayer, an invocation. Feel free to speak it aloud and ask the Queen of Heaven to awaken the Queen

within you.

StandQueen, andrise!IinvokemyhighestselfandthatofthewomenIknowandlove!Icreate
withinmyselfthebestpersonandmatriarchIcanbe!Iembracemycurrentphase oflife, andI
use this potentenergy to enactgreatchange!Ibelieve thatmyvisionandintuitionare strong.
Iamaleaderinmyownlife, becauseIchoosemypriorities, andmoveforward. Idecidewhatis
bestformyself!Idecidewhatis bestforallwholook tomeforleadership!Iknowmyselftobe

righteous andcorrect, becauseIsourcemyknowingfromlove!
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Feastofthe

AssumptionCeremony
fromtheOrderofthe

BlackMadonna
August15

The Dark Mother is both human and divine. On this feast

day, we celebrate her ability to transcend her physical form

and take her place among the stars. Incense symbolizes

Our Lady rising and dissipating into pure spirit.

Make an incense of roses, frankincense, myrrh, benzoin,

and dragon's blood. You may also add cannabis to

create an intoxicating incense.

Stand before her altar or an image of the Black Madonna,

particularly cloaked in stars or the night sky, and recite

the Order's Daily Prayer

"MyQueen!MyMother!
Igive to theeallmyself,
andto showmydevotionto thee
Iconsecrate to thee thisday

myeyes, ears, heart, mouth, myentire self.
Wherefore,OGoodMother,
sinceIamthine own,

keepme, defendmeas thyPriestess."

Light a charcoal and begin to feed it the incense while

chanting:

IamtheVoid
Emptyofdesire
Presentinmywisdom
Quietinmyknowing

Chant this simple phrase over and over, lulling yourself into

a trance state. Envision yourself dissolving your body and

becoming One with the cosmos. Your cells begin to emit

light and move apart, dissipating slowly and each becoming

a star. Done properly, and with practice, this is likely to be

a bit disconcerting at a certain point, when you feel quite

floaty, ungrounded, and spacey . . . as though you are not

fully in your body any more. Sometimes, our awareness of

this feeling snaps us back into our bodies in a very quick

way because we fear letting go. But over time, your

consciousness will be able to venture further and further

beyond the limits of your body and your current comfort

levels. When you are in that floaty state, envision that your

consciousness becomes One with the collective

consciousness, the Great All. Then, bringing your

consciousness as a Queen of Heaven, made of starlight in

your own right, set to work making the world a better place

with thoughts, prayers and intentions delivered directly into

the heart of the universe. You might hold the feeling of

compassion, justice, balance, forgiveness...whatever seems

needed in your local view. After a while, when ordinary

consciousness begins to return, call all parts of yourself

home to your bodily vessel. Envision a ring of rainbow light

all around your body, and as you return your consciousness

to that body, it crosses the ring of rainbow light and is

cleansed, refreshed and made whole once again. Restored,

return to your work for the greatest good in your

everyday life.

Presented by Yeshe Rabbit.
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HailHolyQueen
byT.J.Burns

I
n the religion of my youth, Mary played a minor role.

She gave birth, she obeyed and she mourned as every

good mother should. She made an appearance in our small

Kingdom Hall during the month of October when an elder

would read Christ’s birth story—because, of course,

everyone knows Jesus wasn’t actually born in December and

Christmas is based on shameful Pagan holidays—and again

three days before Easter when another elder recounted the

death of Jesus on the stake and his mother weeping at his

feet. Beyond that, I don’t remember learning much about

Mary. My first meaningful encounter with this incarnation of

the Queen of Heaven took place while delivering the day’s

homework to a sick school chum whom I barely knew but

happened to live nearby.

Mary lived in practically every corner, on every wall and on

every shelf in Rosalie’s home. She balanced delicately on a

crescent moon. She stood confidently, arms outstretched

with a halo of stars around her head. She sat in a throne

with grief creasing her beautiful face, her murdered son in

her lap. My love for Mary was instant. A spark of who She

really was and what She truly represented in the world

ignited in my heart. I knew Mary as the mother of the

human Jesus, not the Mother of God, the Queen of Heaven,

Mother of the World Incarnate.

Seeing my immediate devotion to Mary, Rosalie gave me a

small card, about the size and shape of one of the baseball

cards my brother collected from bubble gum packages.

Printed to the side of a photo of Mary looking demure in a

blue mantel, was the Salve Regina:

HAIL,HOLYQUEEN,MotherofMercy, ourlife,
oursweetness andourhope!Totheedowecry, poorbanished
childrenofEve; to theedowe sendupoursighs, mourning and
weeping inthis valeoftears. Turnthen, mostgracious advocate,
thine eyes ofmercy towardus, andafterthis ourexile, showuntous
theblessedfruitofthywomb, Jesus. Oclement,Oloving,

OsweetVirginMary!

As a devout young Jehovah’s Witness it was my duty to

rebuke any and everything that appeared even remotely

supernatural, such as the Holy Trinity; how could God exist

in heaven while his mortal son walked the earth? And let’s

not even get started on the Holy Spirit. But I knew, standing

in Rosalie’s living room, one small nervous hand clutching a

packet of third-grade arithmetic, the other an image of THE

HOLY QUEEN, that the Sacred Trinity was real, but it had

nothing to do with those three male figures I’d been taught

to keep separate. Mary, Eve and myself as one of Eve’s

many daughters made up the sacred three I would, two

decades later, come to recognize as Maiden, Mother and

Crone. Instead of politely refusing the prayer card or

throwing it away as I should have, I took it and made

immediate plans on where to hide the precious thing, safe

from my mother’s prying eyes.

It was I, not She, who wandered those twenty-some years

from the time my youthful intuition sensed I belonged, like

all women belong, to a sacred matrilineage, until the time I

set foot upon the Goddess Path. As my favorite circle song

says, She was waiting for me to remember to return to the

old ways, ways that honored the feminine and allowed me,
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for the first time, to honor myself as a woman. The Goddess

of 1001 Names hid in plain sight among the stars, in the

branches of trees, in the spraying mist of ocean foam until,

at last, I found Her again and took my place as a daughter

of the Mother of the World.

In memory of Rosalie, my first “priestess” and in honor of

the Queen of Heaven, I offer a revised version of the

Salve Regina:

Hail,HolyQueen,MotherofMercy, womb ofalllife, guardianoftheliving and
receiverofthedead.Toyouwe sing, curiousdaughters ofEve, fiercenieces ofLilith.To
youwe sendourlove, oursorrows andourthanksgiving to be bornaswomen.Hearour
prayersGreatMotherandwitness ourrites, eachacelebrationofthe endofexilefrom
yourloving arms.Weareproudtobe thefruitifyourwomb,OLovingOne, to be
daughters oftheQueenofHeaven, todanceuponyourpathandrestourdreamsuponthe

stars ofYourshining, silvercrown. BlessedBe.
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I

Hail to thee, O mother, O queen!
Whose radiance lights all the heavens
Who is the fairest beauty of wild summer
Outshining every single jealous star
You it is, in whose eternal wandering
has deigned to be called our Lady.

II

For all of the grace which flows from our Lady,
For that ineffable divinity which deems her “Queen”,
For the delicate and measured paths of her wandering
Amid the many spangled heavens,
Illumining the space between the stars,
For her blessed feasts of summer.

III

With food and drink and songs of summer
Let us praise and call and dance for our Lady
She shines above us, the undimmed star
Our most worthy and wonderful Queen
Her ever-moving transit through the heavens
Sure-footed in her chosen wandering

IV

O lady, I envy your wayward wandering
I, born to dust at the end of summer,
Would like to ascend with thee to the heavens
And would then be content to serve my lady
To trail behind the stellar dust of my queen
And burn a finger on the flaming stars

V

She herself is born of stars
The daughter of the night sky's wandering
Given to us to rule as Queen
And smile on us at the height of summer
And favor us, and be our lady,
And daily watch from above the heavens

VI

For what should be our lovely heavens
Our milky splay of shining stars
Without in the midst enthroned our lady
Settled, then, from all her wandering,
Guiding the turn to fall from summer
Blessing us nightly as our queen?

by Thora Azuolas.
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Queens of Heaven and Demons in Drag:
On the Wandering of a Divine Name

E. A. deBrawn

I
write not of a Goddess but of a name. Rather than a

wandering goddess, I write of the wandering of a name.

Yet, for the descriptive power of these statements, they

deceive. As any good witch, magician or conjurer of spirits

will tell you, to know a thing’s name is to hold power over

the thing – names and their referents become

indistinguishable. Cautionary preambles aside, I write of a

journey that takes us from the host of heaven to the legions

of hell – a nominal katabasis.

I write of Astaroth – a slippery and transitive name

that shifts from places to place, spirit to spirit, gender to

gender, plural to singular. Astaroth the name represents

many spirits, but I turn my attention toward two in

particular. The first is Ashtoreth, perhaps better known by

her Greek name, Astarte. She represents a host of syncretic

goddesses from the Babylonian Ishtar to the Canaanite

Asherah, with whom she shares the title the “Queen of

Heaven.”1 The second is the Goetic spirit and Crowned

Prince of Hell, Astaroth. Radiantly beautiful, astride an

infernal beast and carrying a viper, the Goetic Astaroth’s

distinguishing characteristic is not his beauty but his gender.

Astaroth appears in the form of a man, yet his name is

etymologically linked to a goddess.

The argument I present is not causal. The point of this

brief discourse is not to demonstrate that the spirits

represented by name are the same. Such claims are beyond

my expertise as a scholar. Instead, I intend to show that the

biblical origins of the name Astaroth serve as a link between

the Crown Prince of Hell and the Queens of Heaven in a

kind of alternate performance of gender – a form of drag.

Astaroth represents a unique intersection of gender and

power that I offer as an opportunity for the further

exploration of gender performance and magick.

The Queens of Heaven

The transformation of the names of the varied goddesses

that come to be contained in the name Astaroth takes place

in the linguistic turns of the Old Testament. The many

references to several Canaanite goddesses become conflated

in a polemic attempt by the text to establish Yahweh, the

Lord of Hosts and God of Israel, as the preeminent and

singular deity of heaven. The Old Testament aggregates the

goddesses Asherah, Astarte and by extension, Ishtar into

two referents: The first is the nominal Ashtaroth תּרׁתשע) or

,(תוּרׁתשע a plural that refers to all the Canaanite goddesses

(Calmet and Taylor 214).2 The second is the epithet the

“Queen of Heaven.” While the two references are distinct,

often occurring in different books of the Old Testament,

consensus among biblical scholars identifies them as

referring more or less to the same group of goddesses (Day

47, 131 and 144-150).

“Astaroth” in its contemporary form does not appear

in the Old Testament. It occurs as a later corruption of

1. I do not argue that goddesses Ashtoreth and Asherah are

the same. They are in fact sisters in the Canaanite pantheon.

They come to be hailed under the same name, Ashtaroth,

when they are referred to in the Old Testament, which is the

source of the name Astaroth, as I shall demonstrate. 2. See also Strong’s Hebrew Lexicon entry H6252 ”.תוּרׁתשע“
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biblical references to the Canaanite goddess Ashtoreth.

Biblical scholars understand the name Ashtoreth to be a

deliberate distortion of the name of the goddess Astarte to

make it evocative of the Hebrew word for shame, bōšet.3 As

biblical scholar John Day describes this transformation,

. . . the vocalization of the name of the goddess

'aštōret in the Old Testament is a deliberate

scribal distortion of an original 'aštart, which is the

form we should naturally expect in the light of the

extra-biblical parallels (cf. Greek Astarte,

Akkadian Ishtar, etc.). It is virtually certain that the

distorted vocalization reflects the vowels of the

Hebrew word, bōšet, 'shame', a term employed in

place of the divine name Baal in such references

as Hos. 9.10 and Jer. 11.13, as well as in some

personal names (for example, the Eshbaal in 1

Chron. 8.33 and 9.39 is called Ish-bosheth in 2

Sam. 2.10, 12, and elsewhere). (128)

The elision of the Hebrew word for Astarte with the word

for shame exemplifies the polemical tone that seeks to pull

down a goddess from the heavens. More importantly, the

shameful form of Astarte, Ashtoreth (here Anglicized from

the phonetic Hebrew), appears in the Old Testament more

commonly in its plural form: Ashtaroth.

In the plural form, Ashtoreth is generally paired with her

consort (and Yahweh’s rival), Baal: “They forsook the Lord,

and served the Ba'als and the Ash'taroth” (Revised Standard

Version Judg. 2.13);4 “'We have sinned in forsaking the

LORD and worshiping Baals and Ashtaroth; but deliver us

now from the power of our enemies, and we will worship

you.'” (1 Sam. 12.10).5 The plurals in these passages are

meant to capture not simply Baal and Astarte, but the whole

pantheon of the Canaanite gods and goddesses. Thus the

name Ashtaroth comes to represent not simply Astarte but

the host of Canaanite goddesses (Day 131).6

The second form of Old Testament reference

mentioned above comes in the form of the epithet the

“Queen of Heaven.” This title alludes not only to Astarte or

Asherah, but also to Anat and Aphrodite Ourania. As with

the references to the Ashtaroth, those to the Queen of

Heaven are scornful: “The children gather wood, their

fathers light the fire, and the women knead dough to make

cakes for the Queen of Heaven, while libations are poured

out to strange gods in order to hurt me [Yahweh]” (Jer.

7.18). There is little doubt that this title was meant to refer

to Astarte, but it carries with it a host of similar divinities:

In addition to being called 'Lady of Heaven' (nb.t

p.t), along with Anat, Ishtar and Qudshu

3. While they do not discuss the inclusion of bōšet in

Ashtaroth, Michael Coogan and Mark Smith do discuss the

etymological relation of the Anat, Asherah and Astarte

complex of goddesses as they appear in the Old Testament.

See Coogan and Smith pp 17-18. Additionally, see Dever

p 102 and “Astaroth” in Calmet and Taylor. Patai agues

that the names Astarte and Ashtoreth were originally

honorific titles of the goddess Anath, see Patai pp 57-58.

4. Tellingly, the New Revised Standard Version translates

Ashtaroth as Astartes: “They abandoned the Lord, and

worshiped Baal and the Astartes” (NSRV Judg. 2.13).

While this translation cuts to the heart of relation between

Astarte and Astaroth, it obscures the subsequent adoption

of the name Astaroth by later sources.

5. There are a scant handful of references to Asherah rather

than Ashtoreth in the plural. Day makes a case that these

few plural refer specifically to Asherah and not a form of

Astarte (Judg. 3.7 or 1 Kgs. 14.13 for instance). This,

however, does not change the understanding of the

aggregation of the many goddesses by the use of the

ambiguous and polemic Ashtoreth. See Day pp. 42-45

and 131.

6. For a complimentary account of the etymology of Asherah

and Ashtaroth in Hebrew and Ugaritic, see Binger,

Asherah: Goddesses in Ugarit, Israel and the Old Testament

pp 142-148.
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(Asherah) in New Kingdom Egypt, Astarte is the

Canaanite goddess who is most frequently

associated with the heavens in the first millennium

BCE. For example, she is referred to as 'štrt šmm

'drm, 'Astarte of the Highest Heavens' in line 16

of the Eshmunazar inscription (KAI 14). More

particularly, there is considerable evidence for the

popularity of the cult of Aphrodite Ourania,

'Heavenly Aphrodite' in the first-millennium BCE

Mediterranean world for example, two inscriptions

from Delos, dedicated by Ascalonites are

addressed 'to the heavenly Aphrodite, Astarte of

Palestine', thus identifying them. (Day 149)

The conflation of Astarte, Aphrodite Ourania, Anat and

Ishtar under the sobriquet the Queen of Heaven is attested

to not only in the Old Testament, but also in wider

Mediterranean culture of the era. Collectively, these Queens

of Heaven are oppositional figures in the Old Testament.

They call attention and worship away from Yahweh and

merit the emergent sky god’s contempt.7

Having established the multiplicity of divinities

personified in name Ashtaroth and their queenship of

heaven, we must turn to darker and more chthonic matters.

Particularly, how do the Queens of Heaven come to reign as

a Crowned Prince in Hell? How do we get from Ashtaroth

to Astaroth?

Demonic Drag

The connection between Astaroth the Goetic spirit and

Ashtaroth the Queen of Heaven is presently anecdotal at

best. I know of no scholarly work that has traced the

connection between these entities in any definitive way. That

said, the nominal evidence – the strong and obvious

connection in name – between the entities indicates a

possible probable connection. The anecdotal evidence that

does exist, however, makes rather provocative claims

regarding this connection.

Christopher Hyatt and Lon Milo DuQuette’s edition of

Aleister Crowely’s Illustrated Goetia does not claim that

Astaroth the Goetic spirit and Ashtaroth/Astarte are merely

related nominally (as I suggest), but that they are a single

entity. In a footnote to a rather arousing evocation of

Astaroth, in which the magician is so overcome by the spirit’s

beauty he is compelled to leave the protective circle and

make love to it, Hyatt and DuQuette make the claim: “No

matter what the text may say, Astaroth is the thinly disguised

version of the Goddess Astarte, who is anything but a

frightening monster” (52). While I find the image of

Astaroth the beautiful man astride the infernal beast quite

alluring, indeed as alluring as Astarte, the goddess of sexuality,

fertility and war, as a scholar I find the connection wanting.

The earliest references to Ashtaroth as an infernal

Goetic spirit I have located are in the seventeenth century

manuscript, The Book of Abramelin the Mage and Johann

Weyer’s sixteenth century, Pseudomonarchia Daemonum.8

Samuel Liddell MacGregor Mathers’ translation of Abramelin

does not contain the name Astaroth; instead it maintains the

Old Testament spelling identifying the spirit as Ashtaroth.

Georg Dehn’s translation of the same text utilizes the

Astaroth spelling most common among to later Goetic

works such as the Lemegeton. Weyer’s Latin

Pseudomonarchia utilizes the Astaroth spelling. Regardless

of the spelling, each of these texts are clear about who they

refer to when they use the name Ashtaroth/Astaroth, and it

is not the Canaanite goddess Astarte. Or is it?7. Patai goes into great detail concerning the accounts of the

worship of the Queen of Heaven depicted in the Old

Testament. He dates the practices outlined in the Old

Testament and correlates them to archeological information

available on the worship of Astarte, Anath and the

Babylonian-Assyrian Ishtar. See Patai pp 63-66.

8. Dehn argues that Abramelin was written in the fifteenth

century. This has been disputed due to chronological errors

contained within the text. See Rons “Review.”
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Even though we cannot establish a causal connection

between the entities to which the names Ashtaroth and

Astaroth refer, this does not mean that the two entities are

absolutely distinct. As previously stated, to know the name

of a thing is to hold power over it, but when a demon’s true

name is etymologically related to the name of a pre-

Christian goddess, over whom is power held? More

importantly, how do we know who’s who when we evoke

the name Ashtaroth or Astaroth? Again, I have no definitive

answers other than to say: to take on the name of a thing is

to figuratively veil oneself in the thing.

To take on the name of a Queen of Heaven is to

become a Queen. In answering to the name Astaroth, the

Goetic spirit appears in a kind of drag – dressed not only in

the gender of another, but in her persona as well. Both

goddess and demon preside over their own

queen/kingdoms.9 They both possess the allure befitting a

divinity of fertility and sexuality. They both inspire the terror

that suits a deity of war and destruction. Astaroth veils

himself not only in the name of a goddess, but also in her

ethos. Causal argument aside, what we may rightly conclude

from the comparison of Astaroth to Ashtaroth is that it

opens up a space in which we may consider the magickal

dynamics of gender and power. Indeed, we are lead to a

case for drag – both demonic and divine.
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the offering
byStephanieIngraham

to tread on the grass of a kingdom
to fall to my knees
a love as deep as the eyes of heaven
I am your maiden
I am your savior
I am your goodness
I am a wand made from the stardust
I bring peace
to the joy of oneness
to the light of passage
I shine so that you may see
the light I shine is you
you too are created
you wear the crown of eternal love
there is nothing but a whisper, an echo of forever
from the center, the core
to the eternal
you and I, we are hand in hand
your knees can never bleed
and your glory is always seen
to serve, I serve, we serve
to be served, I am severed, you are served
the heavens birthed you
and mother earth raised you
and you can never die
for love is eternal, forever expanding
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SeasonalSpellcraft–Autumn2014
byStregaManeaTrinacria

Since 2003 my family coven has carried on a tradition of creating Spirit Candles at the full moon in October. At this full

moon, often referred to as the Blood Moon, we prepare for the coming of the thinning of the veil and anoint spell candles to be

used at Samhain for lighting the way for our beloved dead to return home. The same basic ingredients have been used each

year to bless and consecrate the candles. Typically, we make one candle for each specific relative ancestor then one larger

candle for the group ancestors of affinity. There were years where we could not all be present in the same space, but we

continued to carry on the tradition even in a solitary setting.

Any candle can be used in this spellcraft. For the first few years, we anointed taper or tealight candles with the substance. In

2008 we experimented with putting the substance into beeswax and rolling our own candles. If you try this method, make sure

to monitor the candle and have something readily available to extinguish it. The air in the beeswax with the herbal mixture puts

out quite the flame! The past few years, we’ve filled reused tealight holders with the mixture and have poured our own candles.

The candles are then blessed under the full moon by the power of the elements and our coven’s Spirit Flame, embodying the

collective energy of our work together.

Supplies:

Any candles(s) of your choosing, eg beeswax,

taper, tealight

Red string

mixing element

Olive Oil to bind ingredients

The original recipe:

Patchouli Oil (protection and attraction) (can

substitute patchouli powder or herb)

Mugwort (aids in astral travel),

Sage (wisdom),

Wormwood (to call spirits),

Sweet Grass (to call spirits),

Optional:

Palm tree root (resurrection),

Your own bodily fluids (animates the spirits of

the dead)

Instructions:

Mix all the ingredients into a potion substance

Lightly add olive oil to bind ingredients

together

Anoint candles in a clockwise motion (or fill

the reused tealight holder)

Tie the red string around the candle (or insert

into hot wax in newly poured candle)
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CallforSubmissions

C
rowned by Star and Sky are now accepting submissions for our upcoming issues.

Contributions should be devotional in nature, and fit within the following themes.

Volume 1, Issue 2: Descended from the Stars will be published December 21, 2014

The Queen of Heaven surveys the earth from her throne in the aether. From these spaces between sky and star, between

the darkness of the void and the physical presence of our world, she descends to be among her people. Where she reaches her

hands, the dust of the heavens trails behind, a thousand comets streaking through space. Astarte, Venus, Inanna, Ariadne- many

constellations have been named for her stories and influence, and many satellites bear her names. What do you see when you

gaze into the expanse of the night sky? What do you hear in the silent step of her descent?

Submissions for Descended from the Stars are due by October 12, 2014.

Volume 2, Issue 1: The Dawn Sister will be published March 20, 2015.

The Dawn Sister rises in the early mists of morning and shakes off the haze of winter’s veil. She watches in the light of

dawn as the world awakens, and rejoices in our triumphs. Peering through the stretch of time, the maiden eternal rests, reading

our tales in the fall of flowers and the swirling dust of new beginnings. She is the woman of dawn sky and new horizons, smiling

into the bright sun before the stretch of days has been ordained. The Queen of Heaven takes on many forms and many faces.

What whispers do you hear from the veiled maiden? Perhaps your queen is found in the delicate lay of sunrise hues, or the

sweeping arc of a rainbows trail, a crown of flowers and morning stars set upon her brow.

Submissions for The Dawn Sister are due by December 21, 2014.

At this time we will be accepting submissions of all lengths and types, including, but not limited to: poetry, prayer, song,

ritual, devotion, artwork, and personal accounts, as well as work of a more academic nature. You may submit as many or as few

pieces as you feel called.

We will consider previously published pieces to which the creators maintain the rights on a case by case basis, however, we

are most excited about and interested in new works. We will be publishing under a Creative Commons license, so all submitted

works will remain your sole intellectual property.*

Submissions should be sent via email to crownedbystarandsky@gmail.com.

For more information on how to submit, please see our Submission Guidelines page:

http://crownedbystarandsky.com/submission-guidelines/
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Contributors

Yeshe Rabbit is a holy woman, priestess, intuitive reader,

and friend to humanity. She has served as the HPS of

CAYA Coven for 8 years, and has offered teachings and

consultations for over a decade to clients all over the world

through her business The Sacred Well. She is well-known

and loved for her gentle humor, compassionate presence,

and practical advice as well as elegant rituals.

TJ Burns is a priestess of the Goddess, a crone, a writer

and a writing mentor. She is the author of “The Ones Who

Dance Alone: Full Moon Celebrations for the Solitary

Witch” and “Writing Wild: Crafting the Pagan Memoir,”

both of which are available on Amazon. TJ has recently

devoted herself to a practice of compassion for all living

things, including herself.

Eros A. deBrawn is a lover of language, a fancier of cats

and an amateur flower arranger. A dedicant of Hermes and

Hekate, he is also a vodouisant and an intellectual historian

with advanced degrees in the history of philosophy.

My name is Stephanie Ingraham. I am an intuitive, an

artist and a creator of life. I am the owner and founder of

Siyo. Through Siyo, I intuitively design and illustrate art, I

facilitate a beautiful energetic bodywork and I am the

founder and teacher of the Intuitive self Courses. I am so

very passionate about speaking my truth and I love to live

this beautiful life. For more information on my work at Siyo,

go to www.siyo.co.
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Editors

Kyria Skotas is a Bloodroot Honey High Priestess, a Pan-

Dianic tradition within CAYA Coven. She is a writer,

diviner, artist, and craftsperson of many mediums. Among

others, she is dedicated to the goddess queen Hera, She of

sovereignty, sky, and purpose. You can find more from

Kyria on her personal blog, at

smokefromthetemple.wordpress.com.

Athena Nikai is a Wildflower Priestess within CAYA

Coven, oracle, an artist, arts & Community organizer and

educator. She is a constant companion of the Fae (or is that

the other way around?), a devotee to the Cult of the Gods,

dreams artwork in her sleep, and for the duration of her

existence she has lived in deep communion with the Stars.

She is dedicated to Venus Morning & Evening Star and

therefore deeply committed to inspiring others to tune their

hearts so feelings of love transform into actions of Loving

Kindness.

Stella Iris RedRaven is proud and grateful of her work

with the Great Queen Hera. She is a High Priestess of the

Goddess dedicated to Iris, Artemis, and Aphrodite. She is

proud to have had the honor of being brought up in the

Craft by her mother, and acknowledges her cultural privilege

of a while, middle class upbringing in the relatively safe

Midwestern suburbs. She speaks for herself alone, but is

indebted to her teachers; Lady Evensong, Yeshe Rabbit, the

faculty of CIIS and SIUE, Rev. Ava Park, the CAYA Coven

family and community, beloved family, friends, lovers, and

the Beehive urban commune.

Thora Appelgren Drakos is a wanderer, a dreamer, and a

collector of songs living and practicing in the East Bay and

dedicated to Stella Maris (among others). She posts

sporadically at dreamsfromthewestwind.com.

Strega Manea Trinacria is the Executive High Priestess of

CAYA Coven and is dedicated to Inanna, Queen of Heaven

and Earth in the Bloodroot Honey Pan-Dianic tradition. She

comes from a family lineage of Witchcraft and has been

officially practicing the Craft with her family coven since

1998. In 2011, she was given the honor of being the first

ever initiate in the Ash, Birch & Willow tradition, founded by

Raven and Stephanie Grimassi, and is currently studying this

branch of Greenwood magic and Old World Witchery.

Kian Dubh Drakos, as a Priest in the Wildflower Tradition

of CAYA Coven, is a student of the mysteries of Space and

Time, and a devotee of Aditi, She who is before, after, and

beyond Time, and who fills and permeates all of Space.
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